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Abstract. Natural language (NL) requirements documents are often ambiguous,
and this is considered as a source of problems in the later interpretation of re-
quirements. Ambiguity detection tools have been developed with the objective of
improving the quality of requirement documents. However, defects as vagueness,
optionality, weakness and multiplicity at requirements level can in some cases
give an indication of possible variability, either in design and in implementation
choices or configurability decisions. Variability information is actually the seed
of the software engineering development practice aiming at building families of
related systems, known as software product lines. We had therefore the idea of
hacking an ambiguity detection tool to elicit variation points from requirement
documents.
Building on the results of previous analyses conducted on large and real word
requirement documents, with QuARS NL analysis tools, we provide here a clas-
sification of the forms of ambiguity that indicate variation points, and we illustrate
the practical aspects of the approach by means of a simple running example.
To provide a more complete description of a line of software products, it is neces-
sary to extrapolate, in addition to variability, also the common elements. To this
end we propose here to take advantage of the capabilities of the REGICE tool to
extract and cluster the glossary terms from the requirement documents.
In summary, we introduce the combined application of two different NLP tools
to extract features and variability and use them to model a software product line.

Keywords: Natural Language Processing, Ambiguity in Requirements, Variability in
Software Product Lines.

1 Introduction

During the first phase of software and system development, requirements are defined.
This process should provide a description of the functional requirements (what the pro-
gram should do) and the non-functional requirements (how the software will do it).
Requirements are generally expressed in Natural Language (NL) which is intrinsically
ambiguous and therefore the requirements are inherently open to different interpreta-
tions. In fact, ambiguities normally cause inconsistencies between customer expecta-
tions and the developed product, and this can lead to undesirable alterations to the final
artifacts. The analysis of software requirements with respect to interpretation problems
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due to the use of NL has been extensively studied in recent years [16]. A solution found
within the RE community is to employ Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques
to detect them [10].

NLP is a linguistic activity focused in processing and analysing texts written in
natural language, with the purpose to identify, recognize and classify the terms, and
retrieve the structure, of a discourse. From the perspective of requirement analysis,
NLP techniques can be used to identify those expressions which presents interpretations
problems looking for lexical and syntactical constructs that may be relevant to detect
ambiguities. For example we have ambiguity when a sentence contains vague terms
having a not uniquely quantifiable meaning: i.e. terms such as clear, easy, efficient,
suitable, useful etc. Another form of ambiguity is a sentence containing an optional
part (i.e. a part that can be considered or not), that may be revealed by the presence
of terms such as: in case, if possible, if appropriate, etc.. Tools have been realized to
analyze requirements documents to detect ambiguities [1, 18, 21, 24, 27–29].

Software Product Line Engineering (SPLE) is a paradigm for developing a diversity
of software products and software-intensive systems based on the underlying architec-
ture of an organisation’s product platform. In the context of Software Product Lines
(SPLs) the introduction of variability in the software development cycle has been exten-
sively studied [6, 8]. At all abstraction levels, a product line description is conveniently
captured by a feature model, and is composed of a constant part and a variable part.
The first describes those aspects that are common to all products of the family, while
the latter describes those aspects, called variabilities, that are used to differentiate one
product from another.

Among the fundamental activities of SPLE is the identification of the variability
in different artifacts of the system, such as requirements, architecture and test cases.
In particular, in the requirement engineering of SPLs, several researches have focused
on exploiting NLP techniques and tools to extract information related to features and
variability from requirement documents [4, 11, 19].

In a recent paper [13], we have presented the idea that often ambiguity in require-
ments is due to the need to postpone choices for later decisions in the implementation
of the system and hence ambiguity can also be used as a way to capture variability
aspects, to be solved later in the software development, envisioning an approach to
achieve automated support to variability elicitation by analysing the outcomes of am-
biguity detection tools. Specifically, we have used a tool developed in our Lab for ana-
lyzing NL requirements in a systematic and automatic way: QuARS (Quality Analyser
for Requirements Specifications) [18]. In our process, QuARS supports an initial step
for parsing NL requirements to detect potential linguistic defects that can determine
interpretation problems.

Another possible application of NLP techniques is to extract information related
to features from existing NL documents [3, 14, 15, 20, 22]. The idea is that of extract-
ing candidate terms from requirements documents to build a requirement glossary and
clustering them using a similarity based metric.

In this paper we propose the combined application of these two perspectives to ex-
tract both glossary terms (features) and variabilities through NLP tools and to use them
to build a feature model. We focus on those cases in which ambiguity in requirements
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is particularly due to the need to postpone choices for subsequent decisions in the im-
plementation of the system. Ambiguity thus becomes a means of revealing possible
points of variation in an early phase of software and system development. Then in or-
der to enlighten commonalities, i.e. mandatory features of the SPL, we use a glossary
terms extraction tool [3], accordingly to the intuition that glossary terms correspond to
features, with enough precision.

To describe our proposal, we make use of an example document made of 16 re-
quirements. The example is intentionally so small, to be analysed in details through the
paper, giving preference to a qualitative analysis with respect to a quantitative one.

Structure of the paper. We start by describing some related work in Section 2. Back-
ground details are then given in Section 3, introducing feature models and an automatic
requirement quality analyser (QuARS). The relation between ambiguity and variabil-
ity is discussed in Section 4, exploiting the annotation produced by QuARS. Section 5
discusses some possible extension directions to improve such annotation. Section 6 de-
scribes how a glossary extraction tool can be used to identify mandatory features. In
Section 7 we sketch a process for variability elicitation according to the introduced
principles, and we give hints towards automatic support for such a process. Section 8
gives conclusions and future work.

2 Related Work

In [4] a systematic literature review of the state-of-the-art approaches to feature extrac-
tion from NL requirements for reuse in SPLE has been presented; this review reports on
a mixture of automated and semi-automated feature clustering approaches, from data
mining and information retrieval, that have been used to group common features.

In [14] the authors suggest to employ a natural language processing approach based
on contrastive analysis to identify commonalities and variabilities from the textual doc-
uments describing a specific product in the railway industry (Communications-Based
Train Control (CBTC) systems) in order to derive a global CBTC model, represented
as a feature diagram from which specific product requirements for novel CBTC sys-
tems can be derived. The proposed method takes the brochures of different vendors as
input, and identifies the linguistic expressions in the documents that can be considered
as terms. In this context, a term is defined as a conceptually independent expression.
The domain-specific terms that are common among all the brochures are considered as
commonality candidates. On the other hand, those domain-specific terms that appear
solely in a subset of the brochures are considered as variability candidates.

Another interesting proposal is in [5] where techniques capable of synthesizing fea-
ture attributes and relations among attributes have been proposed. In particular, the
authors introduce an algorithmic and parametric approach for computing a legal and
appropriate hierarchy of features, including feature groups, typed feature attributes, do-
main values and relations among these attributes starting from real-world examples.

A different approach applies product comparison matrices to identify variability
patterns like optionality, multiplicity, and vagueness in tabular data [9, 25].
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Finally, in [19] a different technique to analyze variability of behaviors as described
in functional requirements has been presented. The approach, called semantic and onto-
logical variability analysis (SOVA), uses ontological and semantic considerations to au-
tomatically analyze differences between initial states (pre-conditions), external events
(triggers) that act on the system, and final states (post-conditions) of behaviors. The
approach generates feature diagrams to model variability.

We notice however that the cited approaches are aimed at feature elicitation start-
ing from a set of requirement documents (or other technical documentation, such as
brochures), each referring to a possible variant or product, by making a comparative
analysis in order to figure out common parts, assuming that the parts not in common
constitute the variability.

Our idea is instead that looking at a single requirement document, the ambiguity that
is present in it can be considered no more as a defect, but as a placeholder for different
choices, indicating a range of different products; hence ambiguity is used to identify
possible variation points. The positive role of ambiguity, when related to the need to
provide a concise description of the requirements, which abstracts from irrelevant de-
tails, is discussed also in [17]: that analysis of the role of ambiguity in requirements
shows how it is intimately linked to two phenomena, abstraction and absence of infor-
mation, which in our view become the indicators of a possible variability.

For this purpose, a careful identification of ambiguous requirements is needed,
hence we resort to a NLP based analysis, by adopting tools that have been defined
for ambiguity detection in NL requirements, in order to give a preliminary classifica-
tion of the ambiguity forms that can indicate variability, leaving to further analysis, and
to expert judgment, a refinement of the variability identification and modelling that can
be achieved with this preliminary step.

3 Background

In the context of Software Product Lines (SPLs), variability among products is made
explicit by variation points, i.e., places in design artifacts where a specific decision is
reduced to several features but the feature to be chosen for a particular product is left
open (like optional, mandatory, or alternative features). Variety from a single product
platform is achieved by identifying such variability points. Variability management is
the key aspect differentiating SPLE from conventional software engineering. Modelling
variability in product families has been studied extensively in the literature on SPLs,
especially that concerning feature modeling [7].

3.1 Variability and Feature Models

Features and feature models have been widely used in the field of product line engi-
neering. Product line engineering manages variability during the design process and is
an important means of identifying variability needs at an early stage.

A feature, defined by the Cambridge Dictionary as “a typical quality or an important
part of something”, in the context of software production is “a unit of functionality of
a software system that satisfies a requirement”. It is related to a design decision, and
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it provides a potential configuration option. The basic idea of feature-oriented software
development, that is the base of SPL engineering is to decompose a software system
in terms of the features it provides. The goal of the decomposition is to construct well-
structured software that can be tailored to the needs of the user and the application
scenario. Typically, from a set of features, many different software systems can be gen-
erated that share common features and differ in other features [2]

The hierarchical decomposition of a system in features and sub-features is captured
by a feature model (FM). In the case of a single product, a FM simply models its de-
composition structure, while in the case of SPLs, a FM also contains information on
each feature being mandatory or optional, i.e. information on variability.

Feature models are visually represented by means of feature diagrams, introduced
in [7] as a graphical formalism. The features are represented as the nodes of a tree and
feature decomposition is rendered with the parent-child relationship. Through the paper,
we use FeatureIDE, an Eclipse-based framework, to draw feature diagrams [26].

Features variability defines which features must be included in each product of the
family and which ones are not. Variability is modelled with unary or n-ary predicates
(graphically represented as in Figure 1):

– A mandatory feature F is present in a system if and only if its parent is present;
– An optional feature F may be present in a system only if its parent is present;
– Sibling features F1, F2, . . . are said to be alternative when one and only one is

present in a system, provided their parent is present.
– Sibling features F1, F2, . . . are said to be or features if at least one is present in a

system, provided their parent is present.

Fig. 1. Basic constructs of a feature diagram

Additional cross-tree constraints may be added to a feature diagram to express:

– a requires relation between two features, indicating that the presence of one feature
implies the presence of the other (F3 ⇒ F6 in Fig. 1).

– a mutual exclusion relation between two features, called excludes: no system may
contain the two features at the same time (¬ (F4 ∧ F6 ) in Fig. 1).
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Finally, a feature can be concrete, meaning that it will be implemented or abstract,
in this case it is only used to group a number of features and it is not implemented.

A Feature diagram is hence a compact representation of the commonalities and
variabilities of a family of systems, expressed as mandatory, optional features and con-
straints.

3.2 Quality Analysis of NL Requirements: QuARS

QuARS is a tool able to perform an analysis of Natural Language (NL) requirements
in a systematic and automatic way by means of natural language processing techniques
with a focus on the detection of linguistic defects. QuARS performs a linguistic anal-
ysis of a requirement document in plain text format and points out the sentences that
are defective according to an expressiveness quality model, according to the process
depicted in Figure 2.

Fig. 2. QuARS Process

The defect identification process is split in two parts: (i) the ”lexical analysis” cap-
turing optionality, subjectivity, vagueness, weakness and lexical multiplicity defects by
identifying candidate defective words that are looked for within a corresponding set of
dictionaries, that can be easily enriched with new terms if they are considered as relevant
during the analysis; and (ii) the ”syntactical analysis” capturing implicity, multiplicity
and under-specification defects.

– Optionality means that the requirement contains an optional part (i.e. a part that can
or cannot be considered) and example of Optionality-revealing words are: possibly,
eventually, in case, if possible, if appropriate, if needed, ....

– Subjectivity means that the requirement expresses personal opinions or feelings.
– Vagueness means that the requirement contains words having a no uniquely quan-

tifiable meaning and example of Vagueness-revealing words are: adequate, bad,
clear, close, easy, far, fast, good, in front, near, recent, various, significant, slow,
strong, suitable, useful, .....
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– Weakness means that the sentence contains a ”weak” verb. A verb that makes the
sentence not imperative is considered weak (i.e. can, could, may, ..).

– Lexical multiplicity means that the requirements does not refer to a single object,
but addressed a list of objects, typically using disjunctions or conjunctions (and, or,
and/or, ...)

– Implicity means that the requirement does not specify the subject or object by
means of its specific name but uses a pronoun or other indirect reference.

– Under-specification means that the requirement contains a word identifying a class
of objects, without a modifier specifying an instance of this class.

In Table 1 we can see some examples of requirements that contain linguistic defects.

Table 1. Example of Requirements sentences containing defects

Indicators Negative Examples
Optionality the system shall be.., possibly without..
Subjectivity ..in the largest extent as possible..
Vagueness the C code shall be clearly commented..
Weakness the initialization checks may be reported..
Lex. Multiplicity .. opens doors and windows..
Implicity the above requirements shall be verified..
Under-specification ..be able to run also in case of attack.

When the analysis is performed, the list of defective sentences is displayed by
QuARS and a log file is created. The defective sentences can be tracked in the input
requirements document and corrected, if necessary.

4 Ambiguity versus Variability

As previously said, ambiguity defects in requirements can in some cases give an indica-
tion of possible variability, either in design or in implementation choices or configura-
bility aspects. In fact the ambiguity defects that are found in a requirement document
may be due to, intentional or unintentional references made in the requirements to is-
sues that may be solved in different ways possibly envisioning a family of different
products rather than a single product. In [13] we proposed a first classification of the
forms of linguistic defects that indicate variation points, and we described a possible
mapping from ambiguity or under-specification defects to fragments of feature models.

We therefore use the analysis ability of QuARS to elicit the potential variability hid-
den in a requirement document. The process followed by QuARS for detecting potential
variabilities is described below:

– A NL requirement document is given in input to QuARS to be analyzed according
to the lexical and syntactical analysis provided by it looking for ambiguities.

– The detected ambiguities are analyzed in order to distinguish among false positives,
real ambiguities, and variation points.
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4.1 Running example

To illustrate the contribution of this paper we use a simple running example, namely a
family of (simplified) e-shops, for which we consider the following requirements:

R1 The system shall enable user to enter the search text on the screen.
R2 The system shall display all the matching products based on the search.
R3 The system possibly notifies with a pop-up the user when no matching product is

found on the search.
R4 The system shall allow a user to create his profile and set his credentials.
R5 The system shall authenticate user credentials to enter the profile.
R6 The system shall display the list of active and/or the list of completed orders in the

customer profile.
R7 The system shall maintain customer email information as a required part of cus-

tomer profile.
R8 The system shall send an order confirmation to the user through email
R9 The system shall allow an user to add and remove products in the shopping cart.
R10 The system shall display various shipping methods.
R11 The order shall be shipped to the client address or, if the “shipping to store”

service is available, to an associated store.
R12 The system shall enable the user to select the shipping method.
R13 The system may display the current tracking information about the order.
R14 The system shall display the available payment methods.
R15 The system shall allow the user to select the payment method for order.
R16 After delivery, the system may enable the users to enter their reviews and ratings.

Analysing this set of requirements we notice that there are a number of defects. In
the remaining part of the section we provide a classification of the forms of ambiguity
that indicate variation points, to illustrate the practical aspects of our approach.

4.2 Variability due to Vagueness

Vagueness occurs whenever a requirement admits borderline cases, e.g., cases in which
the truth value of the sentence cannot be decided. Running QuARS we find one vague
requirement:

Example 1. (R10) The system shall display various shipping methods.

“Various” is a vague term, here indicating a variability about the different shipping
methods that can be implemented in the e-shop system.

In general, a vague word abstracts from a set of instances, that are considered as the
“various” ones, and the process of requirement refinement will make these instances
explicit. In terms of features, vagueness results in the introduction of an abstract fea-
ture (Fig. 3(a)). Once instances will be made explicit, they will be represented by sub-
features, one for each instance.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Fig. 3. (a)-(l) Feature diagram extracted fragments

4.3 Variability due to Optionality

Optionality occurs when a requirement contains an optional part, i.e. a part that can or
cannot be considered. In our e-shop we find two requirements containing terms belong-
ing to the optionality dictionary.

Example 2. (R3) The system possibly notifies with a pop-up the user when no matching
product is found on the search.

Optionality of a requirement is naturally expressed in a feature diagram with an
optional feature. In the example, it has been recognized that the pop-up notification is
an optional feature, as expressed by the fragment shown in Fig. 3(b).

4.4 Variability due to Multiplicity

Another indicator of possible variability is the usage of an and/or-construct among two
or more different alternatives. In particular, we have seen that the lexical multiplicity
revealing words can be and, and/or, or, but these have different meanings, and this nor-
mally requires some expert judgment in order to define the right variability description4.

Multiplicity due to or-constructs Again, a requirement with an or construct is not
precise, since it leaves several possibilities open, and hence different products compliant
to such requirement can choose different alternatives.

A disjunction may come in different flavors:

4 In natural language, and/or is often used to remark that the two arguments can be present
together, or only one of them, so it actually express a logical or. On the other hand, the usage
of or is often implicitly intended to express a logical exclusive or (corresponding to alternative
features in a feature diagram).
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– implicitly exclusive or: the alternatives are mutually exclusive. In this case, the
corresponding features are declared as “alternative”, with a partial diagram as the
one used for vagueness.

– weak or: all the alternatives are optional.
– or: at least one of the alternatives should be present, but it is irrelevant which one.
– and/or: as above, at least one of the alternatives should be present, but in this case

there is an implicit assumption of which of the alternatives should be present in a
product. This can be resolved by an analyst.

Example 3. (R6) The system shall display the list of active and/or the list of completed
orders in the customer profile.

In this case, the interpretation of the indicated variability is that the list of active or-
ders should be mandatory, while the list of completed orders can be considered optional
(see Fig. 3(c)).

Example 4. (R11) The order shall be shipped to the client address or if the shipping to
store service is available to an associated store.

This requirement defines the instances, “homeAddress” and “store” needed to make
concrete the abstract feature “shipping” in Example 1. Their variability information is
discussed in section 5.

Multiplicity due to and-constructs A conjunction, although recognized as a multiplic-
ity, simply shows that all alternatives are mandatory: hence it is not really a variability
indication, although it can be modelled with a feature diagram as well.

Example 5. (R16) After delivery, the system may enable the users to enter their reviews
and ratings.

This is exactly the case described above, represented by the fragment in Fig. 3(d)

4.5 Variability due to Weakness

Example 6. (R13) The system may display the current tracking information about the
order.

Example 7. (R16) After delivery, the system may enable the users to enter their reviews
and ratings.

These two examples clearly introduce an optionality, represented in Fig. 3(e) and 3(f),
respectively.

In previous works an empirical evaluation of this approach has been performed [11,
12], to validate the idea that QuARS can be hacked to extract variability: we made some
experiences with six NL requirement documents of medium size, namely comprising
each from 55, the smallest, to 475 requirements. The considered case studies were very
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different from each other: from different domains and describing systems with very
different characteristics.

The evaluation has shown that multiplicities and weak terms, such as “may” or
“could” are more likely to indicate variability rather than ambiguity. A typical vague-
ness, “various”, normally hides a variability, while other vague terms like “useful, “sig-
nificant, etc. are more likely to indicate ambiguity than variability. Finally, optional
terms, such as “possibly” in most cases indicate a variability.

5 Extending QuARS to capture more variability

In [12], we also exploited the capability of QuARS to add dictionaries for new indica-
tors: in Table II we present the new dictionaries collecting potential variability related
terms and constraints identifiers (Tailored Dictionaries).

Sub-characteristic Indicators
Variability The occurrence of variability-revealing terms: if, where, whether, when,

choose, choice, implement, provide, available, feature, range, select, config-
urable, configurate

Constraints The occurrence of constraint-revealing terms: expect, need, request, require,
use

Table 2. QuARS new Tailored Dictionary

Example 8. (R11) The order can be shipped to the client address or, if the “shipping to
store” service is available, to an associated store.

This requirement says that the “shipping to store” service is optional, and therefore,
being shipping a mandatory feature, also the clientAddress feature is mandatory, as
expressed in the fragment of Fig. 4(a).

Example 9. (R14) The system shall display the available payment methods.

(a) (b)

Fig. 4. (a)-(b) Feature diagram extracted fragments
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This is recognized to be a variability, that can be is expressed by an or of the dif-
ferent payment methods that can be adopted for the system (see Fig.4(b)). Different
payment methods were not specified in the original requirements, and have been ex-
panded in this example as payment by card or payment by cash.

Notice that in both cases above the word “available” indicates a variability, but the
nature of the variability is different because in the first case it is found inside an “if”
context.

During the discussion to clarify the payment methods, it was also decided that cash
payment can only be done at a store, introducing a new requirement:

Example 10. (R17) Cash payment needs the order to be picked up in the store.

In this case the keyword “needs” appears to indicate that a requires cross-constraint
has to be included in the model between the cash payment modality and the shipping to
store feature.

Gluing together all the fragments extracted so far, we have built the feature diagram
in Figure 5.

Fig. 5. Feature model built using QuARS

6 Complementing QuARS to build a complete FM

Using QuARS, we are able to build a partial feature model: indeed, focusing on ambigu-
ities and variability, we cannot detect mandatory features that occur in the requirements
in clear and assertive propositions. To this end, i.e. to complete the feature model, we
look for concepts that may correspond to features, and find, by difference, the false
negatives of QuARS. To this end, we use the Requirements Glossary term Identifica-
tion and Clustering (REGICE) [3] tool, accordingly to the intuition that glossary terms
correspond to features, with enough precision.

REGICE is a tool developed to automatically extract candidate terms of require-
ments glossary starting from a NL document and to organize the extracted elements
into clusters of similar terms. A glossary provides a list of terms used in the require-
ment document characterizing an aspect relevant in software domain and it makes an
explicit definition of the terms usage increasing the understandability of the text in order
to mitigate ambiguity.

In [15] the Commonality Mining Tool (CMT) has been presented, which allows
mining common and variant features from NL descriptions of existing products, by
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Fig. 6. REGICE Extraction Process

leveraging a NLP approach based on contrastive analysis, aimed at identifying domain-
relevant terms from NL documents. Here we were more interested in analizing single
documents and we have hence preferred REGICE.

When analyzing text written in natural language, several steps are required before
extracting the terms of interest. These phases involve the division of the document into
“tokens” or words which are first analyzed and classified at unit level and then at sen-
tence level. The set of these phases is identified by a process that is called Text chunk-
ing [23].

The NLP pipeline used in REGICE to identify the salient terms of the glossary is
shown in left side of Figure 6.

Given as input a requirement document, the text is split into words and sentences
through Tokenizer and Sentence Splitter modules. Each expression is analysed using a
Part of Speech (PoS) and Chunk tagger which are fundamental modules used to iden-
tify the morphological and syntactic roles of terms and phrases. PoS tagger is essential
to annotate each word previously identified as a token with its part of speech function
(for instance noun, verb, adjective, etc.). With PoS chunking the annotated tokens pro-
duced by PoS tagging are grouped into segments (chunks); each segment represents a
specific phrase having a specific type (i.e. noun phrases-NPs, verbal phrases-VPs, etc).
The document produced as output by NLP pipeline is a text containing the essential
linguistic annotations. Among all detected phrases, NPs are the ones eligible as glos-
sary terms as they express the concepts of the domain. All extracted NPs are processed
and cleared using Stop word removal and lemmatization so that all elements or aspects
which are considered irrelevant for the analysis (such as determiners, cardinal num-
bers, possessive pronouns and plural forms) are removed. The authors of [3] developed
three heuristics so to reduce the number of false positive candidates provided by NLP
pipeline and increase the precision of REGICE:

– H1: The combination of two NPs separated by of or a possessive s is added to the
list of terms as a unique entry.
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– H2: Abbreviations, acronyms and sequence of proper nouns within individual NPs
are added as independent entries to the list of terms.

– H3: Common nouns appearing as single terms within individual NPs are filtered
out.

The heuristics are applied to the list of candidate terms produced by NLP pipeline and
the result is a list of glossary terms.

We have run REGICE on the e-shop working example, obtaining the results in Fig-
ure 7. With respect to the features singled out with QuARS (Fig. 5), REGICE was able

Fig. 7. REGICE Results

to detect more candidate features: matching features, user credentials, customer email
information, shopping cart, which occur in requirements R2, R5, R7, R9, respectively.
As expected, none of these requirements was detected as defective by QuARS, indeed
they are all unambiguos requirements (with the only exception of add/remove in R9
which is a false negative of QuARS due to the use of the slash).

The final step is related to the cluster function where syntactic and semantic sim-
ilarities are computed for each pair of terms. The purpose of this activity is to group
related words in the same cluster (see Figure 8), so to underline the presence of similar
terms possibly referring to the same topic. Clusters are helpful to define the relations
between features in the feature model.

Using the results of he analysis with REGICE, we have built the full feature model
for our case study (Fig. 9), where all the extracted fragments are combined as sub-
features of the root feature representing the e-shop.
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Fig. 8. REGICE Clustering

Fig. 9. Feature model completed using REGICE
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Fig. 10. Feature model elicitation process

7 The feature model elicitation process in practice

The presented approach defines a feature model elicitation process. The process, after
a first requirement elicitation phase and the consequent writing of the requirements in
NL, follows the steps described in Figure 10 and in the following:

1. Run an NLP tool to detect ambiguities in the requirements document. We use
QuARS for this purpose.

2. Acquire expert judgment of the outcome of the tool to distinguish among false
positives, actual ambiguities and variabilities.

– A false positive is a sentence recognized as defective by the tool but considered
acceptable by the judgment of an expert. The removal of false positives from
the blacklist is decided by an engineer and managed by the masking functions
provided by QuARS.

– Actually ambiguous terms are those that must be substituted by more precise
ones: to solve the problem clarifications are needed with the stakeholders or
domain experts.

– After having resolved the real ambiguities and masked the false positives, the
intentional (or sometimes involuntary, but positive) ambiguities, due to the
need to abstract from finer details, are left. These are candidates for being in-
dicators of variability.

3. Based on the different types of defects, and based on the description given in Sec-
tions 4.2 to 4.5, and in Section 5, a feature model which captures the identified
variation points is constructed, possibly requiring input from the expert.

4. The feature model is then completed adding mandatory features, using the clusters
of glossary terms extracted by REGICE.

These activities could be automated by a tool that implements the entire process,
this tool must integrate the existing NLP tools and support the engineer with an inter-
active interface in the steps in which, based on the flow indicated in Fig.10, manual
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intervention is required. A tool automating the given process should in the end give the
possibility to the user to edit the feature model and to add possible cross-tree constraints.

8 Conclusions

To provide a description of a line of software products, we have defined an approach
to extract variability issues from a requirements document combining two Natural Lan-
guage analysis tools. One of these tools, QuARS, is aimed at revealing the ambiguity
defects of the NL sentences in the requirements document, since ambiguity has been
recognized a means to enlighten variation points. The second tool, REGICE, is able to
extrapolate and cluster glossary terms from the requirement documents, since glossary
terms are good candidates for modeling features.

Other attempts have been done to use NLP to extract variability indications from
a set of requirement documents (or other technical documentation, such as brochures),
each referred to a possible variant, by making a comparative analysis in order to figure
out common parts, assuming that the parts not in common constitute the variability.
Our idea is instead that looking at a single requirement document, the ambiguity that
is present in it can be used to identify possible variation points, where ambiguity is
not a defect but points to different choices that can give space for a range of different
products.
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